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Abstra t

A model for total ross se tions with virtual photons is presented. In parti ular  p and   ross se tions are onsidered. Our approa h extends
on a model for photoprodu tion, where the total ross se tion is subdivided
into three distin t event lasses: dire t, VMD and anomalous. With inreasing photon virtuality, the latter two de rease in importan e. Instead
Deep Inelasti S attering dominates, with the dire t lass being the O( s)
orre tion thereof. Hen e, the model provides a smooth transition between
the two regions. By the breakdown into di erent event lasses, one may
aim for a omplete pi ture of all event properties.
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1 Introdu tion
Traditionally, di erent des riptions are used for virtual and real photons. Virtual photons
in the DIS (Deeply Inelasti S attering) region are normally des ribed as devoid of any
stru ture, while for the real ones, the possibility of hadroni -like u tuations play an
important r^ole. In the region of intermediate Q2 , it should be possible to nd a des ription
starting from either extreme. Then the language may not always be unique, i.e. a given
Feynman diagram may be lassi ed in di erent ways.
Several paths are possible; one is to have an expli it des ription in terms of higherorder Feynman diagrams [1℄, whi h then may ontain several hard s ales. However, in
this arti le a main point is to obtain a smooth transition to soft physi s, beyond the
region of validity of perturbation theory, and then it is onvenient to be able to onsider
transitions in one s ale at a time. In the following, we will therefore develop one spe i
approa h, where the main prin iple is to hara terize events by a set of standard s ales,
su h as the photon virtuality (or virtualities for ), the photon resolution s ale(s), and
the hard s ale of a partoni subpro ess. Depending on the relative ordering of these
s ales, events are lassi ed in di erent ategories. Spe ial emphasis is normally put on
the hardest s ale of the event. This may determine e.g. whether an event is lassi ed as a
DIS or a resolved photon one. Matrix elements are de ned to lowest required order only,
and higher-order orre tions are approximated by parton showers. For instan e, if the
hard s ale is larger than the resolution s ale of the photon, a partoni evolution is allowed
between the two s ales. The DGLAP equations are then suitable for this evolution [2℄ and
are to be ombined with the appropriate leading-order matrix elements, responsible for
the hard s attering. In a p event, the photon resolution s ale may well be smaller than
both the photon virtuality and the hard-s attering s ale. In this way, partly unordered
evolutions in p? are a ounted for. This is still less omplete than allowed by the CCFM
equations [3, 4℄, where the ordering may be broken in several steps, but ould well provide
the bulk of non-ordering e e ts at urrent energies.
The lassi ation used here is not an e onomi al route, however, sin e it leads to many
event lasses. For studies e.g. of the total ross se tion in the intermediate-Q2 region,
it is umbersome and not ne essarily better than existing approa hes [5℄. However, by
the breakdown into distin t event lasses, the road is open to provide a (more or less)
omplete pi ture of all event properties. It is this latter aspe t that has then guided the
model development.
As an example, the  p ross se tion is divided into a VMD, an anomalous, a dire t
and a DIS omponent. In the limit Q2 ! 0, the DIS pro ess  q ! q be omes kinematially forbidden and only the rst three event lasses remain, reprodu ing the result from
the photoprodu tion model (ex ept for some improvements). On the ontrary, when Q2
in reases from zero to high values, the resolved pro esses de rease in importan e (as given
by dipole dampening fa tors), the dire t ones also drops (by Q2 dependen e and a shrinking phase spa e) and nally only the DIS pro ess remain. At intermediate Q2 values, the
dire t pro esses and the DIS (+parton showers) pro ess overlap, sin e, in some regions
of phase spa e, they are equally valid des riptions of the same physi s. It thus be omes
ne essary to avoid double- ounting, e.g. by introdu ing Sudakov style form fa tors for
the DIS pro ess, suppressing those parton on gurations overed by the dire t pro esses.
Based on the study of jet produ tion by virtual photons [6℄ we extend the modeling to
low{p? events. Clearly, a smooth transition from perturbative to non-perturbative physi s
is desired, and is a hieved partly by allowing for multiple parton{parton s atterings. These
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Figure 1: Deeply inelasti harged lepton-hadron s attering. (The four-momenta
are given in parentheses.)
are needed to explain the underlying event a tivity seen in the data in hadron{hadron
ollisions [7℄, and the ideas will be taken over to the hadroni resolved photon omponents.
At the same time, the multiple parton{parton intera tions unitarize the jet ross se tions,
a ne essity for a de ent growth of the total ross se tion with in reasing energy.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First, the di erent event lasses are presented,
in luding an extension to virtual photons of a model for photoprodu tion. How the
event lasses are ombined, in order to avoid double- ounting but still to over the whole
phase spa e, is des ribed in detail. Then, results of the model are presented, with some
omparisons to available data. In parti ular, total ross se tions with virtual photons are
shown with emphasis on the importan e of the di erent event lasses at various photon
virtualities. Some distributions of event properties are shown to vary signi antly with the
photon virtuality, others less so, illustrating a omplex model working smoothly between
the regions of real and highly virtual photons. Similarities in p and events will be
pointed out where appropriate. Finally, a summary and an outlook is given.
2 Event Classes
In the following, we begin by a reminder on the models for DIS and photoprodu tion,
before embarking on the generalization also to intermediate virtualities in  p pro esses.
The ,  and   pro esses thereafter follow by an appli ation of the same rules.
2.1

Deeply Inelasti

S attering

The Deeply Inelasti S attering of a high-energy harged lepton o a proton target, Fig. 1,
involves a single ele troweak boson ex hange between a beam lepton and a target quark.
At not too large Q2 only photon ex hange need be onsidered. Then the double-di erential
ep ross-se tion for DIS an be expressed in terms of the total ross-se tion for virtual
transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) photons [8℄:
d2 (ep ! e ) = f T (y; Q2) (y; Q2) + f L (y; Q2) (y; Q2) ;
(1)
T
L
=e
=e
dy dQ2
X
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The onventional DIS variables
Q2
Q2
qP
; x=
=
y=
kP
2qP Q2 + W 2

are related e.g. by

m2p

1

Q2

2m2e y  ;
Q4

; Q2 = q 2 ; W 2 = (q + P )2 ;

Q2 = xy 2kP ; W 2 = (1 x)y 2kP + m2p ;

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

where 2kP  (k + P )2 = s. Thus there are only two kinemati al degrees of freedom.
The ross-se tions an be related to the proton stru ture fun tions F2 and FL by [9, 10℄
(1 x)Q2 ( +  ) ; F (x; Q2 ) = Q2 (1 x)Q2  (6)
Q2
F2 (x; Q2 ) = 2
4 em (Q2 + 4m2px2 ) T L L
42 em (Q2 + 4m2p x2) L
and the total virtual photon-proton ross se tion by
p
4
 2 em (Q2 + 4m2p x2 )
42 em F (x; Q2 ) : (7)
2
tot  T + L =
F
(
x;
Q
)
'
2
Q2
(1 x)Q2
Q2 (1 x) 2
In the parton model,
X 
(8)
F2 (x; Q2 ) =
e2q xq (x; Q2 ) + xq (x; Q2 ) ; FL (x; Q2 ) = 0 ;
q

to lowest order. Su h an interpretation is notp valid in the limit Q2 ! 0, where gauge
invarian e requires F2 (x; Q2) ! 0 so that tot remains nite. We will repla e the DIS
des ription by a photoprodu tion one in this limit. Hen e, at small photon virtualities,
the DIS pro ess q ! q should be onstru ted vanishingly small as ompared to the
ontribution from the intera tion of the hadroni omponent of the photon (to be dis ussed
in the next se tion). To obtain a well-behaved DIS ross se tion in this limit, a Q4 =(Q2 +
m2 )2 fa tor is introdu ed. Here m is some non-perturbative hadroni parameter, for
simpli ity identip ed with the  mass. One of the Q2 =(Q2 + m2) fa tors is required already
to give nite tot for onventional parton distributions, and ould be viewed as a s reening
of the individual partons at small
Q2 . The se ond fa tor is hosen to give not only a nite
p
but a tually a vanishing DIS for Q2 ! 0 in order to retain the pure photoprodu tion
des ription there. This latter fa tor thus is more a matter of onvenien e, and other
approa hes ould have been pursued. Then, in the parton model, eq. (7) modi es to a
DIS ross se tion

42 Q2 X e2 xq(x; Q2 ) + xq(x; Q2 ) :
DISp ' 2 em 2 2
(9)
q
(Q + m )


q

For numeri al studies, the available parton distribution parameterizations for the proton
have some lower limit of appli ability in both x and Q2. For values below these minimal
ones, the parton distributions are frozen at the lower limits.
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Figure 2: Contributions to hard p intera tions: a) VMD, b) dire t, and ) anomalous. Only the basi graphs are illustrated; additional partoni a tivity is allowed
in all three pro esses. The presen e of spe tator jets has been indi ated by dashed
lines, while full lines show partons that (may) give rise to high-p? jets.
2.2

Photoprodu tion

To rst approximation, the photon is a point-like parti le. However, quantum me hanially, it may u tuate into a ( harged) fermion{antifermion pair. The u tuations $ qq
an intera t strongly and therefore turn out to be responsible for the major part of the
p total ross se tion. The total rate of qq u tuations is not perturbatively al ulable, sin e low-virtuality u tuations enter a domain of non-perturbative QCD physi s.
It is therefore ustomary to split the spe trum of u tuations into a low-virtuality and
a high-virtuality part. The former part an be approximated by a sum over low-mass
ve tor-meson states, ustomarily (but not ne essarily) restri ted to the lowest-lying ve tor multiplet. Phenomenologi ally, this Ve tor Meson Dominan e (VMD) ansatz turns
out to be very su essful in des ribing a host of data. The high-virtuality part, on the
other hand, should be in a perturbatively al ulable domain.
In total, the photon wave fun tion an then be written as
X
X
X
+
(10)
j i = bare j barei +
` j` ` i
q jqqi +
V jV i +
V =0 ;!;;J=

q=u;d;s; ;b

`=e;;

(negle ting the small ontribution from ). In general, the oeÆ ients i depend on the
s ale  used to probe the photon. Thus 2`  ( em=2)(2=3) ln(2=m2` ). Introdu ing a uto parameter k0 to separate the low- and high-virtuality parts of the qq u tuations, one
similarly obtains 2q  ( em=2)2e2q ln(2=k02). The VMD part orresponds to the range of
qq u tuations below k0 and is thus -independent (assuming  > k0 ). In onventional
notation 2V = 4 em=fV2 , with fV2 =4 determined from data to be 2.20 for 0 , 23.6 for !,
18.4 for  and 11.5 for J= [10℄. The k0 parameter is onstrained by ts to F2 , i.e. to
the parton distributions of the photon, to be k0 ' 0:6 GeV [11℄. (The ts also ontain
other model un ertainties, and are only logarithmi ally dependent onPk0 , so P
the pre Pision
2
2
2
2.
is not high.) Finally, bare is given by unitarity: bare  Z3 = 1
V
q
`
In pra ti e, bare is always lose to unity. Usually the probing s ale  is taken to be the
transverse momentum of a 2 ! 2 parton-level pro ess.
The subdivision of the above photon wave fun tion orresponds to the existen e of
three main event lasses in p events [12℄, f. Fig. 2:
1. The VMD pro esses, where the photon turns into a ve tor meson before the intera tion, and therefore all pro esses allowed in hadroni physi s may o ur. This inludes elasti and di ra tive s attering as well as low-p? and high-p? non-di ra tive
4

events.
2. The dire t pro esses, where a bare photon intera ts with a parton from the proton.
3. The anomalous pro esses, where the photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq pair,
and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) intera ts with a parton from the
proton.
All three pro esses are of O( em). However, in the dire t ontribution the photon stru ture
fun tion is of O(1) and the hard s attering matrix elements of O( em), while the opposite
holds for the VMD and the anomalous pro esses. The `+` u tuations are not interesting
for us, and there is thus no lass asso iated with them.
The di eren e between the three lasses is re e ted in the beam jet stru ture. The
in oming proton always gives a beam jet ontaining the partons of the proton that did not
intera t. On the photon side, the dire t pro esses do not give a beam jet at all, sin e all
the energy of the photon is involved in the hard intera tion. The VMD ones (leaving aside
the elasti and di ra tive subpro esses for the moment) give a beam remnant just like
the proton, with a moderately small `primordial k?' smearing. The anomalous pro esses
give a beam remnant produ ed by the ! qq bran hing, with a transverse momentum
going from k0 upwards.
Based on the di erent event lasses dis ussed above, the total photoprodu tion ross
se tion an be written as
p
p
totp = VMD
+ direp t + anomalous
:
(11)
Total hadroni ross se tions show a hara teristi fall-o at low energies and a slow
rise at higher energies. This behaviour an be parameterized by the form
AB
tot
(s) = X AB s + Y AB s 
(12)
for A + B ! X . The powers  and  are universal, with t values [13℄
  0:0808 ;
  0:4525 ;
(13)
while the oeÆ ients X AB and Y AB are pro ess-dependent. Equation (12) an be interpreted within Regge theory, where the rst term orresponds to pomeron ex hange
and gives the asymptoti rise of the ross se tion. The se ond term, the reggeon one,
is mainly of interest at low energies. For the purpose of our study we do not have to
rely on the Regge interpretation of eq. (12), but an merely onsider it as a onvenient
parameterization.
The VMD part of the p ross se tion is an obvious andidate for a hadroni des ription. The diagonal VMD model suggests:
X
4 em V p (s) :
 p (s) =
(14)
VMD

V =0 ;!;;J=

fV2

tot

Assuming an additive quark model the V p ross se tions an be parameterized as [12℄

 +
1
0 p
!p
 p
 p
tot (s)  tot (s)  tot + tot  13:63s + 31:79s  [mb℄ ;
2
p
K+ p
K p
 p
tot (s)  tot + tot
tot
 10:01s 1:52s  [mb℄ ;
(15)
2
J= p
p
p
(s)  101 tot
(s) ;
tot
(s)  mm2 tot
J=
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with s in GeV2 . Adding the ve tor meson ontributions, we arrive at
p
VMD
(s)  53:4s + 115s  [b℄ :
(16)
There is no ompelling reason that su h an ansatz should hold also for the total p
ross se tion, but empiri ally a parameterization a ording to
totp (s) = X p s + Y p s  = 67:7s + 129s  [b℄
(17)
does a good job [13℄. For instan e, these parameter values were used to predi t the
high-energy behaviour of the ross se tion, lose to what was then measured by H1 and
ZEUS. Thus VMD orresponds to approximately 80% of the total p ross se tion at
high energies, with the remaining 20% then shared among the dire t and anomalous
event lasses.
The anomalous ontribution an be written as
Z 1
X
dk?2 qqp (s; k )
em
p
2
(18)
2e
anomalous (s) =
?
q
2 k2
2
q

k0

?

where the prefa tor and integral over dk?2 =k?2 orresponds to the probability for the photon
to split into a qq state of transverse momenta k?. The ross se tion for this qq pair to
s atter against the proton, qqp , need to be modeled. Based only on geometri al s aling
arguments (to be dis ussed in the next se tion), one ould expe t a de rease roughly like
1=k?2 . This suggests an ansatz
 qqp

kV2 (qq) V (qq)p
(s; k?) = k2  (s) :
?

(19)

The kV (qq) is a free parameter introdu ed for dimensional reasons. It ould be asso iated
with the typi al k? inside the ve tor meson V formed from a qq pair: 0  ! for u and d,
 for s, J= for . As a reasonable ansatz, one ould guess kV (qq)  mV =2  m =2. (For
heavier quarks, a higher mass s ale is indi ated, but also a orrespondingly larger lower
integration limit in k?2 , so the two e e ts an el more or less.) Fits to the total ross se tion
at not too high energies, with a large VMD and a small dire t ontributions subtra ted,
give orresponding numbers, kV (qq)  0:4 GeV for a k0  0:5 GeV. These values are
here related to ea h other: if the latter were to be hanged, the former would have to be
retuned a ordingly. In the following we use this set of numbers. The anomalous ross
se tion an thus be written as
Z 1
X
d
k?2 kV2 (qq) V (qq)p
em
p
2
anomalous (s) =
(20)
2 q 2eq k02 k?2 k?2  (s)
To leading order, the dire t events ome in two kinds: QCD Compton q ! qg
(QCDC) and boson-gluon fusion g ! qq (BGF). The ross se tions are divergent in the
limit k? ! 0 for the outgoing parton pair. Therefore a lower ut-o is required, but no
other spe i model assumptions.
2.3

Combining the photoprodu tion pro esses

The VMD, dire t and anomalous lasses have so far been onsidered separately. The omplete physi s pi ture presumably would provide smooth transitions between the various
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Figure 3: (a) S hemati graph for a hard p pro ess, illustrating the on ept of two
di erent s ales. (b) The allowed phase spa e for this pro ess, with one subdivision
into event lasses.
possibilities. To understand the relation between the pro esses, onsider the simple graph
of Fig. 3a. There two transverse momentum s ales, k? and p?, are introdu ed. Here k?
is related to the ! qq vertex while p? is the hardest QCD 2 ! 2 subpro ess of the
ladder between the photon and the proton. (Further softer partons in the ladders are
omitted for larity.) The allowed phase spa e an then onveniently be represented by a
two-dimensional plane, Fig. 3b. The region k? < k0 orresponds to a small transverse
momentum at the ! qq vertex, and thus to VMD pro esses. For k? > k0, the events
are split along the diagonal k? = p?. If k? > p?, the hard 2 ! 2 pro ess of Fig. 3a is
g ! qq, and the lower part of the graph is part of the leading log QCD evolution of the
gluon distribution inside the proton. These events are dire t ones. If p? > k?, on the
other hand, the hard pro ess is qq0 ! qq0 , and the ! qq vertex builds up the quark
distribution inside a photon. These events are thus anomalous ones.
It should be remembered that the lassi ation is only simple away from the border
regions. When k?  p?, say, a des ription either in terms of anomalous or dire t intera tions would be possible. Also higher-order orre tions will blur the pi ture, although
pragmati separations normally an be found.
A omment on the hoi e of variables. Instead of the squared transverse momenta
2
k? and p2? one ould equally well have imagined the squared virtualities k2 and p2 .
However, in many pro esses several Feynman graphs ontribute, both in the t-, u- and
s- hannel. The asso iation of p2 = t^ or p2 = u^ is then not unique, while p2? = t^u^=s^ is
well-de ned and oin ides with t^ or u^ in the respe tive singular limit. Whether events
are lassi ed by one kind of s ale or another should not be relevant, at least so long as one
is onsistent and stays with a leading-order des ription. Only for the virtual photon do
we use the s ale Q2 = q2 = t^ rather than q?2 , in order to stay in line with onventional
notation, and be ause there is no s ale hoi e ambiguity here.
What ompli ates the pi ture is that an event may ontain several intera tions, on e
one onsiders an in oming parti le as a omposite obje t with several partons that may
intera t, more or less independently of ea h other, with partons from the other in oming
7

parti le. Su h a multiple parton{parton intera tion s enario is familiar already from
pp physi s [7℄. Here the jet ross se tion, above some p?min s ale of the order of 2 GeV,
in reases faster with energy than the total ross se tion. Above an energy of a few hundred
GeV the al ulated jet ross se tion is larger than the observed total one. Multiple
intera tions o ers a solution to this apparent paradox, by squeezing a larger number of
jet pairs into the average event, a pro ess alled unitarization or eikonalization. The
perturbative jet ross se tion an then be preserved, at least down to p?min, but in the
reinterpreted in lusive sense. At the same time, the unitarization plays a ru ial r^ole in
taming the growth of the total ross se tion.
The omposite nature of hadrons also lls another fun tion: it regularizes the singularity of perturbative ross se tions, su h as qg ! qg, in the limit p? ! 0. Perturbative
al ulations assume free olour harges in the initial and nal states of the pro ess, while
the on nement in hadrons introdu es some typi al olour neutralization distan e. It is
the inverse of this s ale that appears as some e e tive uto s ale p?min ' 2 GeV, most
likely with a slow energy dependen e [14℄. One possible parameterization is


s



(21)
1 TeV2 ;
with the same  as in eq. (13), sin e the rise of the total ross se tion with energy via
Regge theory is related to the small-x behaviour of parton distributions and thus to the
density of partons.
Now, if an event ontains intera tions at several di erent p? s ales, standard pra ti e
is to lassify this event by its hardest intera tion. Several reasons an be given; one is
that a softer intera tion may be onfused with QCD radiation emitted from the harder
one, and thus annot be identi ed on an ex lusive basis. With this pres ription, the ross
se tion for an event of s ale p? is the naive jet ross se tion at this p? s ale times the
probability that the event ontained no intera tion at a s ale above p?. The latter de nes
a form fa tor, related to probability onservation, analogously to but not equivalent with
the Sudakov form fa tor of parton showers. At large p? values the probability of having
an even larger p? is small, i.e. the form fa tor is lose to unity, and the perturbative
ross se tion is dire tly preserved in the event rate. At lower p? values, the likelihood of
a larger p? is in reased, i.e. the form fa tor be omes smaller than unity, and the rate of
events lassi ed by this p? s ale falls below the perturbative answer.
We expe t this pi ture to hold also for the VMD part of the photon, sin e this is learly
in the domain of hadroni physi s. Thus, in the VMD domain k? < k0, the region of large
p? in Fig. 3b is populated a ording to perturbation theory, though with nonperturbative
input to the parton distributions. The region of smaller p? is suppressed, sin e the form
fa tor here drops signi antly below unity.
As one moves away from the `pure' VMD states, su h as the 0 , mu h of the same
pi ture ould well hold. Intera tions at a larger k? value ould be des ribed in terms
of some 0 state. The un ertainty relation gives us that a state of virtuality ' k? has
a maximal size ' 1=k? and thus spans an area / 1=k?2 . In a naive pi ture, the 0p
ross se tion would then drop with in reasing k?, but atten out at a value given by the
proton size. We know that this is not the s aling observed in nature, however, where
e.g. the J= p ross se tion is mu h below the p one [15℄. Rather it appears that the
ross se tion is proportional to the area of the state intera ting with the proton, i.e. a
(kind of) geometri al s aling. Su h a behaviour be omes understandable (but not easily
predi ted in detail) when one remembers that the olour neutralization distan e inside a
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Figure 4: An alternative lassi ation of the phase spa e in Fig. 3, whi h better
takes into a ount unitarization e e ts.
more virtual photon state is also redu ed, so that the intera tions in general tend to be
weakened by interferen e e e ts not in luded in the simple perturbative ross se tions.
This ould then be the origin for a geometri al s aling like the one in eq. (19).
Alternatively to the geometri approa h, the anomalous and dire t ross se tions for
su h a k? state ould be al ulated. If these latter are larger than the geometri al s aling
answer, one ould expe t multiple intera tion e e ts to be ome important and ouple
the two event lasses. That is, the presen e of an anomalous intera tion of some large
p? would preempt the event from being lassi able as a dire t one with a lower p?, in
analogy with the dis ussion on hadroni physi s above. One an even attempt eikonalized
des riptions [16℄, although su h require a number of assumptions to be made.
Cal ulating the perturbative anomalous ross se tion in the region given by p? >
max(k?; p?min(s)), the geometri s aling answer is ex eeded for some region k? < k1,
with k1  2 4 GeV (higher for higher energies). Only for k? > k1 is the jet ross
se tion dropping below the geometri s aling one. At these larger k? values, the dire t
rate dominates over the anomalous. As a onvenient but rather arbitrary hoi e, for
subsequent studies we put k1 = p?min(s), with the latter given by eq. (21). This value lies
below the rossover point noted above, but the simple modi ed geometri al s aling pi ture
is not pre ise enough that it an be trusted too far, so a separate k1 parameterization
would seem ex essive.
The nal s enario is illustrated in Fig. 4. The bulk of the ross se tion, in the region
k? < k1 , is now des ribed by the photon intera ting as dense, hadroni states, VMD for
<
<
<
k? 
k0 and Generalized VMD (GVMD) for k0 
k? 
k1 . The total VMD ross se tion
is given by the pomeron-type ansatz, while the jet ross se tion an be obtained from the
parton distributions of the respe tive ve tor meson state. Correspondingly, the GVMD
states have a total ross se tion based on Pomeron onsiderations and a jet ross se tion
now based on the anomalous part of the parton distributions of the photon. In prin iple,
an eikonalization should be performed for ea h GVMD state separately, but in pra ti e
that would be overkill. Instead the whole region is represented by one single state per
quark avour, with a jet produ tion given by the full anomalous part of the photon
9
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Figure 5: (a) S hemati graph for a hard p pro ess, illustrating the on ept of
three di erent s ales. (b) Event lassi ation in the large-Q2 limit.
distributions. By extending this jet rate also to the region k? > k1, one does introdu e
a small mismat h between the low-p? and high-p? des riptions, but retains the orre t
full jet rate at high p?'s. Impli itly, the presen e of a spe trum of k? states an be taken
into a ount by the hoi e of a realisti p? spe trum of the photon beam remnant, maybe
still without the full orrelation stru ture between the high-p? and low-p? parts of the
individual events.
Thus, post fa to, the approximate validity of a Regge theory ansatz for totp is making
sense. Above k1 only the dire t ross se tion need be onsidered, sin e here the anomalous
one is negligibly small, at least in terms of total ross se tions. (As noted above, we have
a tually hosen to lump it with the other GVMD ontributions, so as not to lose the jet
rate itself.) Numeri ally, the re ipe of extending the anomalous ontribution to in nity
a ording to a GVMD s aling re ipe, as is done in eq. (20), is about equally good. The
latter may involve some double- ounting with the dire t ross se tion, but not more than
falls within the general un ertainty of the geometri s aling and eikonalization game.
2.4

DIS revisited

In DIS, the photon virtuality Q2 introdu es a further s ale to the pro ess, i.e. one goes
from Fig. 3a to Fig. 5a. The traditional DIS region is the strongly ordered one, Q2  k?2 
p2?, where DGLAP-style evolution [2℄ is responsible for the event stru ture. As above,
ideology wants strong ordering, while real life normally is based on ordinary ordering
Q2 > k?2 > p2?. Then the parton-model des ription of F2 (x; Q2 ) in eq. (8) is a very good
rst approximation. The problems ome when the ordering is no longer well-de ned, i.e.
either when the pro ess ontains several large s ales or when Q2 ! 0. In these regions,
an F2 (x; Q2 ) may still be de ned by eq. (7), but its physi s interpretation is not obvious.
Let us rst onsider a large Q2 , where a possible lassi ation is illustrated in Fig. 5b.
The regions Q2 > p2? > k?2 and p2? > Q2 > k?2 orrespond to non-ordered emissions,
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that then go beyond DGLAP validity and instead have to be des ribed by the BFKL
[17℄ or CCFM [3℄ equations, see e.g. [4℄. Normally one expe ts su h ross se tions to be
small at large Q2. The (sparsely populated) region p2? > k?2 > Q2 an be viewed as the
intera tions of a resolved (anomalous) photon.
The region k?2 > Q2  0 and k?2 > p2? ontains the O( s) orre tions to the lowestorder (LO) DIS pro ess  q ! q, namely QCD Compton q ! qg and boson-gluon
fusion g ! qq. These are nothing but the dire t pro esses q ! qg and g ! qq
extended to virtual photons. The borderline k?2 > Q2 is here arbitrary | also pro esses
with k?2 < Q2 ould be des ribed in this language. In the parton model, this whole lass of
events are impli itly in luded in F2 , and are related to the logarithmi s aling violations
of the parton distributions. The main advantage of a separation at k? = Q thus omes
from the mat hing to photoprodu tion. Also the ex lusive modeling of events, with the
atta hing of parton showers of s ale Q2 to DIS events, is then fairly natural.
The DIS ross se tion thus is subdivided into




p
p
42 Q2
totp ' 2 em 2 2 F2 (x; Q2 ) = F2 p ' DISp = LOpDIS + QCDC
+
BGF
:
(22)
(Q + m )


p

The DIS is given by eq. (9), while the last two terms are well-de ned by an integration
of the respe tive matrix element [6℄. When extended to small Qp 2, these two terms will
in rease in importan e, and one may eventually en ounter a LO DIS < 0, if al ulated by
a subtra tion of the QCDC and BGF terms from the total DIS ross se tion. However,
here we expe t the orre t answer not to be a negative number but an exponentially
suppressed one, by a Sudakov form fa tor. This modi es the ross se tion:
p
p !
QCDC
+
BGF
p
p
p
p
p

=


!  exp
:
(23)
LO DIS

DIS

QCDC

BGF

DIS



DISp

Sin e we here are in a region where DIS p  F2 p, i.e. where the DIS ross se tion is
no longer the dominant one, this hange of the total DIS ross se tion is not essential.
Even more, for Q2 ! 0 we know that the dire t pro esses should p survive whereas the
lowest-order DIS one has to vanish. Sin e eq. (9) ensures that DIS ! 0 in this limit, it
also follows that LOpDIS does so.
2.5

From Real to Virtual Photons

It is now time to try to ombine the di erent aspe ts of the photon, to provide an answer that smoothly interpolates between the photoprodu tion and DIS des riptions, in a
physi ally sensible way.
A virtual photon has a redu ed probability to u tuate into a ve tor meson state, and
this state has a redu ed intera tion probability. This an be modeled with the traditional
dipole fa tors [18℄
2

X
p
4
 em
m2V
Vp
2
VMD (s; Q ) =
tot
(s) :
(24)
2
2
2
f
m
+
Q
V
V
0
V = ;!;;J=
Similarly, the GVMD states are a e ted,
2 2
Z k2
2 
X
1 dk?
kV (qq) V (qq)p
p
4
k?2
em
2
2
2e

(s) ; (25)
GVMD (s; Q ) =
2 q q k02 k?2 4k?2 + Q2
k?2
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where a relation 2k? ' m is assumed.
The above generalization to virtual photons does not address the issue of longitudinal
photons. Their intera tions vanish in the limit Q2 ! 0, but an well give a non-negligible
ontribution at nite Q2 [19℄. A ommon approa h is to attribute the longitudinal ross
se tion with an extra fa tor of rV = aV Q2=m2V relative to the transverse one [20℄, where
aV is some unknown parameter to be determined from data. Su h an ansatz only appears
reasonable for moderately small Q2, however, so following the lines of our previous study
of jet produ tion by virtual photons [6℄, we will try the two alternatives
4m2 Q2
(26)
r1 (m2V ; Q2 ) = a 2 V 2 2 ;
(mV + Q )
4Q2 :
r2 (m2V ; Q2 ) = a 2
(27)
(m + Q2 )
V

While r1 vanishes for high Q2 , r2 approa hes the onstant value a. The above VMD
expressions are again extended to GVMD by the identi ation mV  2k?. The ross
se tions an then be written as
X
p
4 em 1 + r (m2 ; Q2 ) 
VMD
(W 2; Q2) =
i
V
f2
V =0 ;!;;J=



m2V

2

V

Vp
2
(28)
+ Q2 tot (W ) ;
Z k12
X
p
dk?2 1 + r (4k2 ; Q2) 
em
2
2
2
GVMD (W ; Q ) =
2e
i
?
2 q q k02 k?2
2 2

k
4
k?2
 V (qq)p (W 2 ) :
 4k2 + Q2 Vk(qq)
(29)
2
?
?
Note that we also here repla ed s by the onventional DIS variable W 2; obviously both
refer to the same p squared invariant mass.
The extrapolation to Q2 > 0 is trivial for the dire t pro esses, whi h oin ide with
the DIS QCDC and BGF pro esses. The matrix elements ontain all the required Q2
dependen e, with a smooth behaviour in the Q2 ! 0 limit. They are to be applied to the
region k? > max(k1; Q) (and k? > p?, as usual).
Remains the LO DIS pro ess. It is here that one ould en ounter an overlap and
thereby double- ounting with the VMD and GVMD pro esses. Comparing Fig. 5b with
Fig. 4, one may note that the region p? > k? involves no problems, sin e we have
made no attempt at a non-DGLAP DIS des ription but over this region entirely by the
VMD/GVMD des riptions. Also, if Q > k1, then the region k1 < k? < Q (and k? > p?) is
overed by the DIS pro ess only. So it is in the orner k? < k1 that the overlap an o ur.
If Q2 is very small, the exponential fa tor in eq. (23) makes the DIS ontribution too small
to worry about. Correspondingly, if Q2 is very big, the VMD/GVMD ontributions are
too small to worry about. Furthermore, a large Q2 implies a Sudakov fa tor suppression
of a small k? in the DIS des ription. If W 2 is large, the multiple-intera tion dis ussions
above are relevant for the VMD/GVMD states: the likelihood of an intera tion at large
p? will preempt the population of the low-p? region.
In summary, it is only in the region of intermediate Q2 and rather small W 2 that we
have reason to worry about a signi ant double- ounting. As we shall see, it is indeed in
12



m2V

this region that the VMD/GVMD ontribution does not appear to dampen quite as fast
as data indi ates. Typi ally, this is the region where x  Q2=(Q2 + W 2) is not lose to
zero, and where F2 is dominated by the valen e-quark ontribution. The latter behaves
roughly / (1 x)n, with an n of the order of 3 or 4. Therefore we will introdu e a
orresponding damping fa tor to the VMD/GVMD terms. The real damping might be
somewhat di erent but, sin e small W values are not our prime interest, we rest ontent
with this approximate form.
In total, we have now arrived at our ansatz for all Q2
p
p !
QCDC
+
BGF
p
p

=  exp
+  p +  p
tot



DIS

+



W2
Q2 + W 2

n 

QCDC

DISp




BGF



p
p
VMD
+ GVMD
;

(30)

where the DIS, VMD and GVMD terms are given by eqs. (9), (28) and (29), respe tively,
and the QCDC and BGF terms by dire t integration of the respe tive matrix elements
for the region k? > max(k1; Q). To keep the terminology reasonably ompa t, also for
the   ase below, we will use res as shorthand for the resolved VMD plus GVMD
ontributions and dir as shorthand for the QCDC and BGF pro esses. Then eq. (30)
simpli es to
p

tot
2.6

p

= DIS exp

Photon{photon

 !

dirp

DISp

p

+ dir +



W2
Q2 + W 2

n



resp :

(31)

ollisions

A generalization of the p pi ture to events is obtained by noting that ea h of the
two in oming photons is des ribed by a wave fun tion of the type given in eq. (10). In
total, there are therefore three times three event lasses. By symmetry, the `o -diagonal'
ombinations appear pairwise, so for real photons the number of distin t lasses is only
six. These are, f. Fig. 6:
1. VMDVMD: both photons turn into hadrons, and the pro esses are therefore the
same as allowed in hadron{hadron ollisions.
2. VMDdire t: a bare photon intera ts with the partons of the VMD photon.
3. VMDanomalous: the anomalous photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq pair,
and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) intera ts with a parton from the
VMD photon.
4. Dire tdire t: the two photons dire tly give a quark pair, ! qq. Also lepton
pair produ tion is allowed, ! `+` , but will not be onsidered by us.
5. Dire tanomalous: the anomalous photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq pair,
and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) dire tly intera ts with the other
photon.
6. Anomalousanomalous: both photons perturbatively bran h into qq pairs, and
subsequently one parton from ea h photon undergoes a hard intera tion.
Most of the above lasses above are pretty mu h the same as allowed in p events, sin e
the intera tions of a VMD or anomalous photon and those of a proton are about the same.
Only the dire tdire t lass o er a new hard subpro ess.
The main parton-level pro esses that o ur in the above lasses are:
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a)

b)

)

d)
e)
f)
Figure 6: Contributions to hard real
intera tions: a) VMDVMD,
b) VMDdire t, ) VMDanomalous, d) dire tdire t, e) dire tanomalous, and
f) anomalousanomalous. Notation as in Fig. 2.
 The `dire t' pro esses ! qq only o ur in lass 4.
 The `single-resolved' pro esses q ! qg and g ! qq o ur in lasses 2 and 5.
 The `double-resolved' pro esses qq0 ! qq0 (where q0 may also represent an antiquark), qq ! q0q0, qq ! gg, qg ! qg, gg ! qq and gg ! gg o ur in lasses 1, 3

and 6.
The lassi ation of a generi Feynman diagram by the di erent possible omponents is
illustrated in Fig. 7. The appearan e of more s ales makes it infeasible to draw diagrams
like Fig. 3b, but the prin iples are the same.
Also the extension to virtual photons follows from the p formalism above, but now
with (up to) ve s ales to keep tra k of: p?, k?1, k?2, Q1 and Q2 . First onsider the
three by three lasses present already for real photons, whi h remain nine distin t ones
for Q21 6= Q22 . Ea h VMD or GVMD state is asso iated with its dipole damping fa tor
and its orre tion fa tor for the longitudinal ontribution. The QCDC and BGF matrix
elements involving one dire t photon on a VMD or a GVMD state expli itly ontain the
dependen e on the dire t photon virtuality, separately given for the transverse and the
longitudinal ontributions. Also the dire tdire t matrix elements are known for the four
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q
k?1
p?
k?2

1. VMDVMD: k?1; k?2 < k0 , arbitrary p?
2. VMDdire t: k?1 < k0 < p? < k?2
+ (1 $ 2)
3. VMDanomalous: k?1 < k0 < k?2 < p?
+ (1 $ 2)
4. Dire tdire t: k0 < k?1 = k?2
5. Dire tanomalous: k0 < k?1 < p? < k?2
+ (1 $ 2)
6. Anomalousanomalous: k0 < k?1; k?2 < p?

q
q0
q0

Figure 7: S hemati graph for a hard pro ess, showing the three di erent s ales.
To the right is shown the relation to the six lasses in the text.
possible transverse/longitudinal ombinations. Some examples should be enough:
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VMDdir(W ; Q1 ; Q2 ) =
f2
V1 =0 ;!;;J=
V1 dir
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 V1 dir W 2 ; Q2

1

(W ; Q22 ) + L (
(33)
2) :
To this should be added the new DIS pro esses that appear for non-vanishing Q2,
when one photon is dire t and the other resolved, i.e. VMD or GVMD. For simpli ity, rst
assume that one of the two photons is real, Q22 = 0. For large Q21, this DIS ontribution
an be given a parton-model interpretation,

42 em F (x; Q2) ' 42 emQ2 X e2 xq (x; Q2) + xq (x; Q2 ) :
DISres (Q21 ) '
2
1
1
1
Q21
(Q21 + m2)2 q q
(34)
Note that this is only the resolved part of tot . The dire t ontribution from  ! qq
omes in addition, but an be negle ted in the leading-order de nition of F2 . We will
therefore use parton distribution parameterizations for the resolved photon, like SaS 1D
[11℄, to de ne the DISres(Q21 ). Then eq. (31) generalizes to
 T



tot (W 2 ; Q21 )

=



DISres




dirres

DISres

exp


+resdir + dirdir +
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+ dir res

W2
Q21 + W 2

n



resres :

(35)

The large-x behaviour of a resolved photon does not agree with that of the proton, but
for simpli ity we will stay with n = 3.
The generalization to both photons virtual then gives
 

tot (W 2 ; Q21 ; Q22 )

=

 

!

dirres
 
DISres exp
+
dirres
 
DISres
  !
resdir
 
+resDIS exp    + res dir
resDIS

n
 
W2
+dirdir + Q2 + Q2 + W 2 res res ;
1
2
 

(36)

where the hoi e of damping fa tor for the last
term again is a simple guess for an exten
2
2
sion. When Q1  Q2 the expression
for tot (W 2; Q21; Q22 ) an be related to the stru ture

fun tion of a virtual photon, F2 (x; Q2 = Q21 ; P 2 = Q22), where x = Q21 =(Q21 + Q22 + W 2).
A omment about the exponential fa tors suppressing the DIS terms. Properly, ea h
VMD/GVMD state should ome with its ratio of dire t to DIS ross se tions. However, a
number of ommon fa tors divide out in this ratio: obviously the probability to u tuate
to the state in question, but partly also the form of the parton distributions in the
state. Therefore, it is a good approximation to de ne a ommon exponential form for
all VMD/GVMD state, based on the weighted average, whi h is equivalent to using the
full resolved term in both numerator and denominator.
2.7

Other Model Aspe ts

In the pre eding se tion we have mainly des ribed the model as di erential in W (invariant
mass of the p or   system) and the hardest s ales involved: p?, k?i and Q2i . The
dis ussion about the di erent pro esses has been limited to the parton-level only, but it is
ne essary to add parton showers, beam remnants, hadronization et . in order to simulate
omplete events. The model is implemented in the Pythia 6.151 event generator [21℄,
whi h in ludes the above and many other aspe ts, and it will be used in the following
for the results presented. Clearly, here we an only give a few typi al examples; with
the help of the generator it is possible to study any spe i experimental onditions and
observables.
While based on the formalism outlined above, the omplete event simulation also
involves some more model-spe i assumptions. We here present a few of those, to try
to omplement the overall pi ture. Further re nements are possible in many pla es, and
some of the known short omings are mentioned.
The extension from pp to  p and   ollisions requires two new aspe ts to be
introdu ed in the event simulation stru ture. One is the need to onstru t the e ! e 
kinemati s, and to let the ollision des ription depend not only on the resulting W but
also on the sele ted Q2 virtuality s ale(s) of the photon(s). This part was des ribed in [6℄.
The other is the ne essity to mix all the di erent rea tion pro esses. The main lassi ation is here into 4 omponents for  p | VMD, GVMD, dire t and DIS | and 13
for   | 4-squared ex ept that there is no DIS pro ess on a dire t photon or another
DIS photon. Ea h of these omponents has a set of allowed subpro esses, e.g. q ! qg
and g ! qq for dire t pro esses. This set is the same for a VMD and a GVMD photon,
but the two are distinguished by the di erent parton distributions and total ross se tion
16

parameterizations used. In the Monte Carlo, a hoi e is rst made between the 4/13
omponents and then, for that omponent, among the allowed subpro esses, a ording to
maxima estimated at the initialization. On e the kinemati s of the event has been fully
sele ted, the ratio of the a tual ross se tion to the assumed one is used to retain the
event or to sele t a new omponent and subpro ess.
The separation of VMD from GVMD requires a ess to parton distributions where
those two omponents are expli itly made available separately. E e tively this limits the
hoi e to the SaS parameterizations [11℄, and with the assumed k0  0:5 GeV to SaS
1D. An almost equivalent formalism ould have been onstru ted in terms of a ommon
resolved lass, so that we ould have gone from 4/13 to 3/6 ategories. While the alulation of partoni pro esses would have been simpli ed, aspe ts related to total ross
se tion pro esses (elasti , di ra tive, low-p?, et .) would not, so we have not yet tried to
onstru t su h a omplete alternative ma hinery.
A VMD photon may be lassi ed either as 0, !,  or J= . The parameterizations
of total, elasti , single and double di ra tive ross se tions for V p and V1V2 ollisions
of real photons are given in [15℄. The respe tive inelasti non-di ra tive ross se tion
is obtained by subtra tion, and sets the envelope within whi h the jet ross se tion is
eikonalized. The events are ultimately lassi ed, either by the hardest intera tion that
o urs, or as a low-p? event if there are no hard intera tions. For virtual photons, both
the total, elasti , single and double di ra tive ross se tions are dampened by the same
dipole fa tors, f. eq. (24). The jet ross se tion is obtained by the virtuality-dependent
parton distributions, however, so in the eikonalization pro edure the mixture between jet
and low-p? events is expli itly Q2-dependent. For te hni al reasons, urrently it is not
possible to mix di erent dipole fa tors for the di erent VMD states, so the =! mass is
used throughout, thus giving a too fast dampening of the (rare) J= events.
For the GVMD states, the mass sele tion is based on the identi ation m ' 2k? and a
k? spe trum e.g. as implied by eq. (29). Thus, negle ting the longitudinal-photon fa tor,
one has a mass spe trum like dm2 =(m2 + Q2)2 in the range 2k0 < m < 2p?min(W 2). This
spe trum begins at 1 GeV, i.e. a bit above m . Again there is not yet any provision for
heavier quarks in the dipole dampening formulae, but the mass of an ss state is shifted
by m m and that of an by mJ= m , to ensure that the GVMD spe trum starts
above the lowest-lying state. The mass sele ted above then be omes the nal-state mass
of an elasti ally s attered GVMD parti le. A di ra tively s attered GVMD is assigned
an ex ited mass a ording to a spe trum stret hing from the sele ted mass and upwards
to the kinemati al limit, essentially like dm2 =m2 , as des ribed in [15℄.
An elasti or di ra tive GVMD state is in reality no di erent from a di ra tive VMD
state of the same mass. A low-mass system is allowed to de ay to two hadrons, whereas
more massive ones are onsidered as strings stret hed along the event axis, modulo limited
transverse-momentum u tuations. It is assumed that a simple string is stret hed between
two endpoint quarks half of the time, and a hairpin string arrangement with a gluon pulled
ba k the other half. Clearly this mixture is only a simple rst approximation to what is
likely to be a more omplex stru ture [22℄.
The mass of the GVMD state does not enter the des ription of inelasti non-di ra tive
events. However, here the k? ' m=2 does provide a `primordial k?' ki k that an be
transmitted to the parton of a hard s attering, not only for GVMDp but also in pro esses
su h as DISGVMD. The orresponding number ought to be k?  m=2 for VMD and
k?  mp =3  m =2 for a proton. However, in hadroni ollisions mu h higher numbers
than that are often required to des ribe data, typi ally of the order of 1 GeV [23℄ if a
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Gaussian parameterization is used. Thus, an interpretation as a purely nonperturbative
motion inside a hadron is diÆ ult to maintain.
Instead a likely ulprit is the initial-state shower algorithm. This is set up to over
the region of hard emissions, but may miss out on some of the softer a tivity, whi h
inherently borders on nonperturbative physi s. By default, the shower does not evolve
down to s ales below Q0 = 1 GeV; if the k? ' m=2 s ale of a GVMD photon is above
this the evolution is stopped already at the larger s ale. (Whether Q0 should best be
ompared with m or m=2 is an open issue.) Any shortfall in shower a tivity around or
below this uto then has to be ompensated by the primordial k? sour e, whi h thereby
largely loses its original meaning.
It ould be argued that, while a VMD photon should have the same primordial k?
spe trum as a hadron, a GVMD one should re eive its main ontribution from the perturbative k? ' m=2 ontribution, i.e. have a shape like dk?2 =(k?2 + Q2 =4)2 in the range
k0 < k? < p?min(W 2 ). However, this has the questionable onsequen e that a low-mass
GVMD state would have a smaller average `primordial k?' than a VMD one. While we
have retained su h a possibility as an option, our default has instead been to go to the
other extreme, where the partons in a GVMD state has a k? given by the ve tor sum
of the perturbative power spe trum and the same nonperturbative Gaussian smearing as
for hadrons. Comparisons with data on photon remnant jets should eventually shed more
light on the appropriate pro edure.
In most pro esses, initial- and nal-state shower a tivity is routinely added to the
lowest-order pro ess, thereby providing an approximation to higher-order QCD orre tions. An ex eption is the DIS pro ess q ! q, where urrently only nal-state radiation
has been implemented. The te hni al reason why the initial-state radiation algorithm does
not work here is that it is based on a de nition of the z of the splitting kernel as being
the fra tion by whi h the s^ of the hard subpro ess is redu ed by an emission, and s^ = 0
in the DIS pro ess above. The traditional z interpretation is sensible if one remembers
that the omplete DIS hard pro ess is eq ! eq rather than only q ! q. However, sin e
we have split o the photon ux, the omplete pro ess is not trivially available urrently.
For small Q2 values, this is no major problem, sin e events with a tivity above this s ale
belong to the dire t event lass. Therefore the shower is onstrained only to populate the
region below Q2. The problem may be ome more severe in the high-Q2 domain, where
DIS pro esses provide the dominant event lass and there is a large phase spa e for shower
a tivity. That is not the region of main interest to us here, however.
The hoi e of a formalism, with the virtual photon ux separated from the hard proesses, is there for two reasons. One is that it makes it possible to set up sele tion riteria
for an event sample, e.g. on W and Q2 or in terms of s attered ele tron energies and
angles, that are onsistent a ross the di erent photon omponents. Another is that many
nonperturbative physi s aspe ts, su h as VMD total ross se tions, best are formulated
in su h terms.
Also a few other areas are not fully developed. One example is multiple intera tions,
where only the simpler impa t-parameter-independent option an be used [7℄, at least
until one has onstru ted a model of the spatial distribution of partons in a GVMD state.
On the positive side, options are available for several of the other aspe ts dis ussed in
this arti le, so that one may study the sensitivity to the assumptions made.
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Figure 8: a) The total totp ross se tion as fun tion of the photon virtuality at
W  p = 100 GeV. The resolved omponents shown are with
alternative r1 for the
p
longitudinal ontribution. b) Contributions to the total tot ross se tion from the
di erent event lasses: dire t, VMD, GVMD and DIS. For simpli ity, the VMD and
VMD+GVMD ontributions2are not shown for the lines orresponding to Q2 values
in the range 0:85 2:5 GeV . See text for details. The legend for the data points
an be found in Fig. 9a.

3 Results
In this se tion, some examples of event properties will be given, with emphasis on the
di eren es between the dire t, VMD and anomalous/GVMD omponent of the photon.
We will on entrate on a few distributions, starting in the photoprodu tion limit, and then
explore how they gradually turn over from being dominated by the resolved pro esses to
nally being dominated by the bare dire t and DIS ones as the photon virtuality in reases.
Owing to the resolved omponents of the photon, pp, p and events show similar
behaviour for several event properties, su h as multipli ity and transverse energy ow.
But learly, di eren es are expe ted due to, for example, the additional dire t event lass
in .
3.1
3.1.1

Total Cross Se tions

p

Total Cross Se tion

The SaS 1D photon parton distribution and the CTEQ5L proton parton distribution will
be used throughout in this se tion if not otherwise stated [11, 24℄. In Fig. 8a, the p
ross se tion at W p = 100 GeV is shown as a fun tion of the photon virtuality Q2 . The
VMD and GVMD omponents ontain ontributions from resolved longitudinal photons
with the r1 alternative. An impli it y dependen e enters the ri fa tors, eq. (26) and (27),
to ompensate for the di eren e in photon ux between longitudinally and transversely
polarized photons. To estimate the longitudinal ontribution to the resolved omponent
in  p ross se tions, a xed y is hosen in order to set the relative amount of transverse
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and longitudinal photons. The value of y onsequently depends on the beam energy, and
at HERA W p = 100 GeV would orrespond to y ' 0:1, a value whi h will be used in
the following. The parameter a, appearing in ri, is unknown and need to be determined
by data. As a starting point for the dis ussion, a is hosen to 0.5.
In the photoprodu tion limit, the VMD omponent dominates the total ross se tion
whereas the DIS one has a vanishing ross se tion by onstru tion, see Fig. 8a. The
GVMD and dire t pro esses share the remaining part, about 20%, of the total ross
se tion. It follows from the introdu tion of the dipole fa tors in eq. (24) that, when
onsidering total p ross se tions, the VMD lass is the dominating omponent up to
photon virtualities of the order of a ve tor meson mass. Similarly, the hara teristi
virtualities for the GVMD lass to still be important are of the order of the k1 parameter
dis ussed in se tion 2.3.
The dire t pro esses are simulated in the region where the hard s ale k? of the
photon{parton s attering ful ll k? > max(k1; Q), f. Fig. 5. At low Q2 values, the
k1 = p?min(W 2 ) ' 1:3 GeV provides a x limit on the available phase spa e, but at higher
Q2 the phase spa e shrinks, explaining the kink in Fig. 8a for the dire t ross se tion at
Q2 = k12 . So it is rather this ondition that drives the dampening at large Q2 than the
expli it Q2 dependen e appearing in the matrix elements. A kink an also be seen in the
DIS ross se tion; it is an artifa t from the freezing of the parton distributions below their
range of appli ability (as introdu ed in se tion 2.1). Hen e, the CTEQ5L proton parton
distribution has Q2min = 1 GeV. The fa tors introdu ed for the DIS omponent, eq. (9),
together with the exponential dampening, eq. (23), make the unusual form of the DIS
ross se tion | to be dis ussed in more detail below.
The proton stru ture fun tion F2 has been measured at various px and Q2 values [25℄
and is related to the
total virtual photon{proton ross se tion tot through eq. (7). In
p
Fig. 8b and 9a, tot is shown from zero Q2 , the total photoprodu tion ross se tion [26℄, to
medium Q2 values as a fun tion of the invariant mass W of the p-system. Results from
the model are ompared with data from di erent xed-target and HERA experiments.
The ontribution from the di erent event lasses: dire t, VMD, GVMD and DIS are
shown in Fig. 8b, and sum up to the total ontribution as given in eq. (31). The DIS
ontribution an be obtained by subtra ting the `VMD+GVMD+Dir' ontribution from
the `Total r1' one. With in reasing photon virtuality, the energy dependen e of k1 makes
the GVMD states to be less dampened at large energies as ompared to low ones. This is
also indi ated in Fig. 8b by omparing the `VMD' and `VMD+GVMD' lines at di erent
Q2 and W .
In Fig. 9a, the total ontribution obtained with di erent assumptions of the longitudinal ontribution for resolved photons are ompared to the ase with transverse photons
only. With the other model assumptions made, a non-vanishing longitudinal ontribution
is indi ated. The alternative with r1 gives a good t to data, but overshoots at low W
values for some Q2 values. In the high Q2 region, showed in Fig. 8a and at the bottom
in Fig. 9b, the hoi e of longitudinal alternative for the resolved omponent is irrelevant
for the total ross se tion sin e the resolved event lasses give a negligible ontribution.
Hen e, the parameter a should be tuned at intermediate Q2 values. At lower Q2 values,
however, the r2 alternative is overshooting data signi antly. Taking a = 0:5 as a satisfa tory value for the r1 alternative, the r2 one require a = 0:2 to give an equally good
des ription (not shown).
The dire t pro esses in rease with W p faster than the DIS one, and onsequently
also the exponential suppression of the DIS term. Therefore they ontribute substantially
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Figure 9: a) The total ontribution to totp from the di erent event lasses. The
two di erent longitudinal alternatives are ompared to the ase with only transverse
photons onsidered. The data and `Total r1' is the same as in Fig. 8b. b) Same as in
a but for a di erent2 Q2 range and also the DIS ontribution is shown. For referen e,
the Q2 = 3:5 GeV lines are the same, however.
to the total ross se tion in the large W  p (small x) region, even at photon virtualities
up to tens of GeV2 , shown for W  p = 100 GeV in Fig. 8a. The DIS and dire t2 lasses
are often ombined and learly dominate the total ross se tion at Q2 = 3:5 GeV whi h
is above the m2V and k12 s ales of the VMD and GVMD states dis ussed above. Due to
the negligible ontribution from the dire t pro esses at W  p = 10 GeV, the exponential
suppression fa tor for the DIS term is lose to unity | independently
of Q2 . Hen e, the
p
sum of the dire t and DIS ontributions reprodu e the DIS ross2 se tion, eq. (22). For
W  p = 100 and 1000 GeV this is the ase for Q2 > 5 and 8 GeV , respe tively.
3.1.2



Total Cross Se tion

For simpli ity, a xed yi = 0:1 is also used in photon{photon ollisions
for the al ulation

of the longitudinal resolved photon ontributions. In Fig. 10a, the tot at W  = 100 GeV
is shown as a fun tion of one of the photon virtualities; the other photon is real. The
di erent omponents are shown separately and sum up to the total ontribution with
the r1 alternative. Additionally, relative to the orresponding p ase, the dire t ross
se tion enters and starts to be signi antly dampened only when Q21 ' W 2 . The kink
seen for the single-resolved ase an again be explained by the onstraint of the hard s ale
in the s attering pro ess to be larger than the virtuality of the dire t photon.
The same distribution is shown for the ase of two virtual photons in Fig. 10b. The
low virtuality end of Q21 of ourse orresponds to the ross se tions at Q21 = 10 GeV2 in
Fig. 10a. The DIS ross se tion dominates in this region, with the rst photon as the
target probed by the se ond one. This is inter hanged for Q21  Q22. It is noti eable that
all the di erent pro esses shown are of about the same importan e when Q21 is in the
neighbourhood of Q22.
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Figure 10: a) The tot at W  = 100 GeV as a fun tion of the photon virtuality Q21
of one of the photons is shown for the DIS, dire t, single-resolved (1-res), doubleresolved (2-res) and total ontribution. The other photon is real, Q22 = 02 GeV2. b)
Same as in a) but for   with a target photon virtuality Q22 = 10 GeV .
For various reasons, the photon F2 measurements [27℄ are both less pre ise and available in a smaller kinemati al range than in the proton ase. In Fig. 11a, the tot is shown
as a fun tion of W for di erent Q2 values, similarly to the study in the previous se tion.
With a = 0:5 for both alternatives of the longitudinally resolved photons, data does not
dis riminate between them. The2 r1 alternative is below the high-energy end data points
for the Q2 = 4:04 and 5:15 GeV lines but the errors and spread in data do not give an
unambiguous on lusion.

Fig. 11b
shows
the
ontribution
to
tot for some di erent event lasses at Q2 =
9:90 GeV2. The dire t and DIS ones are dominating at low  invariant masses whereas
the single-resolved ones in rease in importan e at high W  . The dire t pro esses show
the hara teristi 1=W 2 fall o [6℄ and thereby give its major ontribution to the region
where the valen e quarks dominate the ontribution to F2 . Again, the single-resolved
pro esses (1-res; f. dire t ones in  p) in rease with energy, whi h therefore dampens
the DIS term slightly at large W  , a region whi h is dominated by the gluon ontent
of the photon. As resolved pro esses in p, double-resolved ones (2-res) in  in rease
with W  .
3.1.3

 

Total Cross Se tion

There are hardly any systemati data on   ross se tions. Prior to the re ent and ongoing LEP studies, essentially the only publi ation is the Fe measurement by PLUTO [28℄.
A omparison with these data points is found in Fig. 12a. The low W values | the rst
point is in the resonan e region | makes the omparison espe ially pre arious, and the
se ond photon is also not all that virtual with its hQ22i = 0:35 GeV2. The main point
of the plot is thus not the a eptable agreement with data, but to illustrate the amount
of redu tion of the ross se tion relative to the real-photon alternative Q22 = 0 and the
22
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Figure 11: a) Same as in Fig. 9b but for  instead of  p. b) The tot as a fun tion
of the invariant mass of the  system is shown for the DIS, dire t, single-resolved
(1-res), double-resolved (2-res) and total ontribution.
dependen e on assumed longitudinal ontributions.
Double-tag two-photon events, e+ e ! e+ e + hadrons, have been measured by the
L3 ollaboration [29℄. The di erential e+e ross se tion w.r.t. the variable
Y

= ln

y1 y2 s
p
Q21 Q22

!

(37)

is shown in Fig. 12b. The two s attered leptons are required to be within the polar angle
of 30 < i < 60 mrad (with respe t to the in oming beams) and to have an energy larger
than 30 GeV. This plot is expe ted to provide a lean test of the BFKL behaviour, with a
ross se tion in reasing at large Y [30℄, but the data does not support su h a behaviour,
or at least less of it than expe ted. Our model agrees with the data at small Y , but
tends to fall below at larger values. This is almost entirely di tated by the drop in the
dominant dire t ontribution. The resolved ontributions | whi h are the ones that ould
be used to represent a BFKL behaviour in our framework | do ome up at large Y , but
nowhere near enough to make a signi ant ontribution. We remind that the resolved
ontributions are suppressed in Q2 by simple dipole fa tors; a less steep drop and thereby
a larger resolved ontribution ould be motivated e.g. if the eikonalization of the jet ross
se tion is less signi ant for a virtual photon. Instead of the onventional in rease of the
VMD ross se tion like s with   0:08, eq. (12), a larger e e tive value like   0:2 0:3
ould thus easily be a ommodated for virtual photons [31℄. For the moment, however, we
prefer to await further experimental data. In parti ular, more detailed analyses of event
properties ould provide some insight on the relative mixture of event lasses at large Y .
3.2

Event Properties

Some event properties are fairly similar between pp, p and   , while others di er
markedly. The harged multipli ity, Fig. 13, is an example of the former, while the jet
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Figure 12: a) The tot  ross se tion as2a fun tion of W   for a probing and target
photon with virtualities 5 and 0:35 GeV respe tively. The data points from PLUTO
are obtained from the measured Fe through eq. (7). For referen e, the results with
a real photon target is shown, Q22 = 0 b) Thepdi erential e+e ! e+e + hadrons
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rate, Fig. 14, is of the latter.
Over a wide range of Q2 values, the  p and   events have average harged multipli ities within 20% of the pp value, Fig. 13a. (Elasti and di ra tive events have not
been onsidered. Their in lusion would redu e average multipli ities and hange some
details, but leave a similar overall pi ture.) For  p at small Q2 , this is a onsequen e
of the dominan e of VMD events, with the hara teristi features of hadroni physi s,
in luding su h aspe ts as multiple parton{parton intera tions. The VMD multipli ity is
fairly Q2 -independent, Fig. 13b. The drop to a somewhat lower p multipli ity around
Q2  1 10 GeV2 instead omes from the transition from VMD dominan e to DIS ditto,
where the DIS events are leaner by onsisting of only one string pie e stret hed dire tly
between the ki ked-out quark and the beam remnant. Remember that the DIS events
here by de nition are low-p? ones, with the high-p? part in the dire t lass, with a higher
multipli ity. As the borderline between the two shifts with Q2 , both individually show
an in reasing multipli ity: the dire t by orresponding to a smaller fra tion of higher-p?
events and the DIS by allowing an in reasing admixture of jet events. Figures 13 and 13d
show the orresponding Q21 dependen e of the   multipli ity, for a xed Q22 = 1 GeV2,
normalized to the number of event of ea h kind and to the total number, respe tively.
Again the disappearan e of the doubly-resolved event lass is responsible for a drop in
the multipli ity, with the DIS and dire t pro esses taking over. We remind that in  
the high-p? part of the DIS pro ess is the single-resolved one, orresponding to the dire t
one of p, while the   dire t lass has no orresponden e in  p.
When it omes to the fra tion of events that ontain at least one jet, the di eren es
are orders of magnitude, both with a hierar hy of in reasing jet fra tion from pp to p
to   , and with an in rease as a fun tion of Q2 , Fig. 14a. Again the detailed studies in
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Figure 13: a) The average harged multipli ity hn h i as a fun tion of the photon
virtuality for p,  and   events at a enter of mass energy of 100 GeV. The
result from pp events is indi ated with a ross on the y-axis.
For the   events,
2
2
the other photon virtuality is kept xed at Q2 = 1 GeV . (In  Q22 = 0 GeV2.)
No di ra tive or elasti events are onsidered. b) The results from the di erent
omponents in  p, averaged over the number of events of the respe tive kind. )
The result from di erent omponents in  , averaged over the number of events of
the respe tive kind. d) As in ) but averaged over the total number of   events.
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Figure 14: a) The fra tion of events
p that ontain at least one jet with an E? > 5 GeV
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Figs. 14b{d show that the main e e t in Q2 is not in ea h individual event lass but rather
in the mixture of the event lasses. Thus VMD is similar to pp, with minor di eren es
from parton distributions, while GVMD is higher and dire t higher still (at large Q2 ). The
DIS rate starts vanishing, sin e events with parton p? > Q are put in the dire t lass,
but eventually omes up for Q > p?. In that range, all dire t events are required to have
jets at lowest order, and only u tuations in the parton shower and hadronization an
o asionally stop jets from being found. For   events, shown in Figs. 14 and d, the
single- and double-resolved pro esses show the behaviour of the dire t and resolved (VMD
plus GVMD) ones, respe tively, in  p. The additional dire t lass in rease slowly with
Q2 , Fig. 14 , and dominates the jet rate between the single-resolved and DIS dominated
regions, peaking at Q21 = 1000 GeV2, Fig. 14d. It is at this point, for this enter of mass
energy, where the dire t matrix elements starts to be suppressed by the large photon
virtuality.
The transverse energy ow, as a fun tion of pseudo-rapidity in the enter of mass
frame of the ollision, is shown in Fig. 15. (Again, elasti and di ra tive events are not
onsidered.) In Fig. 15a all photons are real ex ept for  where one of them has the
virtuality Q22 = 1 GeV2 . Here the most interesting aspe t is to see how the events di er
in the photon and the proton dire tions, pp being symmetri as well as whereas the
p interpolate between the two with the photon in the  > 0 dire tion. Comparing
the  with the ase, the single-resolved pro esses in  has a larger energy ow
in the  dire tion ( < 0) due to the in reased jet a tivity. On the other hand, for
the double-resolved ones it de reases in both hemispheres but less in the  dire tion.
Additionally, the DIS pro esses ome in to play but add on more or less evenly between
the two hemispheres at this low virtuality.
In Fig. 15b, the transverse energy ow is shown for three di erent virtualities in
the  p enter of mass frame. The major di eren es again ome from the transition
of the events from being VMD dominated to being dominated by the DIS pro esses.
This is ompensated by an in reasing jet a tivity in the photon dire tion, giving the
rather subtle hanges of the total ontribution in the photon hemisphere whi h amou age
the big hanges of the relative omposition of the di erent event lasses. The di erent
omponents in p ollisions with Q21 = 4 GeV2 are shown in Fig. 15 , normalized to the
number of events of the respe tive kind. The asymmetry is largest in the dire t lass,
where all of the photon energy goes into the two high-p? jets. The typi al p? of the
jets is not all that high, however, so at least one of the jets appears at large positive
pseudo-rapidities. The VMD and GVMD events are more symmetri , but the virtual
photon parton distributions are harder than the orresponding proton one, giving rise
to the observed asymmetry. The VMD events are nearly symmetri for the real photon
ase, whereas for the GVMD ones the asymmetry is still pronoun ed, as it should be. As
expe ted, the largest ontribution in the photon hemisphere is in de reasing order from
DIS, dire t, GVMD and VMD events, where the dire t and GVMD events are of about
equal importan e.
A slightly asymmetri energy sharing between the two oloured beam remnants in a
hadron{hadron kind of ollision has been hosen for the results in this se tion. A more
asymmetri energy sharing ould also well be imagined, leaving an un ertainty in the
model. For example, the energy ow in the VMD events of Fig. 15 ould well de rease
by several per ent for a latter ase.
In Fig. 15d, the transverse energy ow for the ollision of two photons is shown. One
of the photons is kept at Q22 = 1 GeV2 ( < 0) and the other has Q21 = 0, 1 and 4 GeV2,
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Figure 15: a) The transverse energy ow as a fun tion of pseudo-rapidity in the
enter of mass frame of the ollision, W = 100 GeV in all ases. No di ra tive
or elasti events are onsidered. b) The transverse energy ow as a fun tion of
pseudo-rapidity in the p enter of mass frame, normalized to the number of events.
Distributions are shown for photon virtualities of 0, 1.0 and 4.0 GeV2 . ) The
di erent omponents in  p ollisions, normalized to the
number of events of the
2
2
respe tive kind. The photon virtuality is Q1 = 4 GeV . d) The transverse energy
ow as a fun tion of pseudo-rapidity in the   enter of mass frame, normalized
to the number of events. Distributions are shown for photon virtualities
Q21 of 0, 1.0
2
2
2
and 4.0 GeV , the other photon has the virtuality Q2 = 1 GeV .
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Figure 16: a) The transverse momentum spe tra of harged parti les for di erent
ollisions, normalized to the total number of events. The pseudo{rapidity interval is
onstrained to [0.5,1.5℄ ( orresponding to the dire tion in ase of p, and 2
ollisions). For , one2 photon is real and 2the other has a virtuality of Q22 = 1 GeV .
b) With Q21 = 4 GeV and Q22 = 1 GeV , the   distribution is shown for the
di erent omponents; single-resolved, double-resolved, DIS and dire t. The sum of
them, add up to the full line.
all shown separately. The Q21 = 0 GeV2 distribution was dis ussed earlier in omparison with two real photons, and is built up by (in order of importan e) the asymmetri
double- and single-resolved ontributions together with a small symmetri DIS ontribution | the dire t event lass is negligible. With both photons having the same virtuality,
Q2i = 1 GeV2 , the above relative importan e between the di erent omponents still holds
but now all event lasses give a symmetri ontribution to the E? ow. The last ase,
with two photons at di erent virtualities, the single-resolved pro esses are responsible for
most of the asymmetri shape of the total ontribution. Now also the dire t pro esses
starts to be important with a entral plateau of two units in pseudo-rapidity. It is here
omparable with the DIS ontribution, about 0.25 GeV at entral rapidities (normalized
to the total number of events).
The transverse momentum spe tra of harged parti les be ome harder when going
from pp to p to  , Fig. 16, whi h is partly a re e tion of the property of the respe tive
parton distributions and the pattern seen in the jet rates. In p, the VMD pro esses
dominate in the low end of the spe tra and the GVMD and dire t pro esses in the high-p?
tail. With in reasing photon virtuality, the DIS pro esses enters but is only of importan e
at low p? due to the onstraint p? < Q. (The parton shower and hadronization will ause
some parti les to be found at p? > Q, however.) With a photon virtuality of a few
GeV2, a similar spe tra is obtained as for   in Fig. 16b, remembering to asso iate the
p dire t events with the   single-resolved ones, and the p resolved with the  
double-resolved ones.
With two photons, the dire t pro esses give a tail out at high p? that is omparable
to the single- and double-resolved pro esses, Fig. 16b, and ontribute to the hardening
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of the spe tra as ompared to pp and p ollisions. When both photons have the same
virtuality, for example two real photons, the DIS pro esses are as usual absent. Although
the mixture of event lasses di ers signi antly within a ertain kind of ollision, the low
end of the spe tra remain approximately the same when the photon virtuality is in reased.
4 Summary and Outlook
We have in this arti le tried to outline a s enario that overs `all' photon intera tions,
whether real or spa elike virtual, that produ es hadroni nal states. Part of it relies on
previous studies, e.g. on jet produ tion with virtual photons or total ross se tions for real
photons, but here it is eventually ombined to give the overall pi ture. In doing this, we
attempt to integrate various aspe ts into a reasonably onsistent overall pi ture. It would
have been ni e if a single very e onomi al ansatz for the photon ould be made to over
all relevant phenomenology. We do not ex lude that this would be possible, although we
ould also see problems with su h an approa h. For instan e, it appears likely that there
really is a fundamental separation into a `resolved' and a `dire t' (or `pointlike') part of the
photon, e.g. based on the x distributions observed at HERA [32℄. Even this separation,
of ourse, is only theoreti ally well-de ned to lowest order, and needs to be pres ribed in
higher orders of perturbation theory. Nevertheless, the `all orders' data quite ni ely show
a separation.
Our model takes su h an approa h one step further. The resolved part of the photon is
subdivided into VMD and GVMD, depending on whether the resolved photon is asso iated
with one of the lowest-lying ve tor mesons or with one in the set of not so well known
higher-mass resonan es. For a virtual photon, these states then have a dampened ross
se tion given by dipole form fa tors. The dire t se tor is somewhat more ompli ated,
sin e the lowest-order DIS pro ess  q ! q is not allowed in the limit Q2 ! 0 while the
higher-order dire t ones  q ! qg and  g ! qq are. It therefore requires some are to
retain only the latter for Q2 = 0 while equating them with the rst-order QCD orre tions
to the DIS pro ess for large Q2 .
The rst test that the mixing makes sense omes from a omparison with the total
ross se tions of  p and   intera tions. It is possible to obtain a reasonable des ription of all the data, although with some disagreement for rather small W , where our
language is not expe ted to survive limited phase-spa e orre tions and ex lusive nalstate e e ts anyway. Of ourse, sin e we have not even attempted to produ e our own
sets of parton distributions, but taken existing ones, all the possibilities of tuning are
not exhausted by far. Also the in lusion of the e e ts of longitudinal resolved photons
remains an area where little is known, and our simpleminded ansatz ould be made more
sophisti ated, e.g. by the use of parton distributions designed to des ribe the partoni
stru ture of longitudinal virtual photons [33℄. However, the model is so far limited to the
SaS 1D set of parton distributions. An alternative approa h with a ommon resolved lass
ould have been taken, fa ilitating the handling of the partoni pro esses, but probably
ending up with a more ompli ated pi ture for other aspe ts su h as elasti and di ra tive s attering, multiple parton{parton intera tions, et . and at the same time losing the
exibility of having the non-perturbative part of the photon stru ture separated from the
perturbatively al ulable one. It is a subje t for further studies, however.
More sophisti ated tests ome from the study of event shapes. We have in this arti le
provided some examples how event properties vary between di erent initial states and
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photon virtualities. The examples are mainly hosen as simple illustrations; we look
forward to more detailed studies by the experimental ommunity, based on the ode we
now provide in the Pythia event generator. Again one annot expe t perfe t agreement,
but at least an overall su h, where disagreements hopefully ould help provide hints in
whi h dire tion to move for an even better and more omplete pi ture. In this sense, our
model ould be seen as a straw man, although a rather more sophisti ated su h than is
often the ase.
Given the fairly omplex des ription, we do not expe t the model to be ompetitive
in the high-Q2 region of HERA, say for Q2 > 10 GeV2 . There the simple DIS language
provides a powerful starting point, that has been well studied over the years, with many
models developed in extensive detail [34℄. We are here more interested in the rossover
region, Q2  0:5 5 GeV2, where our model predi ts all of the photon omponents to
have omparable ross se tions, and we therefore would expe t no simple pi ture to work.
In   studies at LEP2, it is enough to have one photon in this region for our approa h
to o er interesting alternatives to other des riptions [35℄. For smaller Q2 , it smoothly
atta hes to the existing Pythia model of real-photon intera tions, while the high-Q2 end
has no su h orresponden e.
There are some areas where we already now know that not enough e ort has gone
in to over the eld. One su h is the treatment of heavy avours and in parti ular
harm produ tion, both open and losed (primarily J= ), where mass e e ts are very
important. For the lighter quarks, like the u one, the intrinsi ` urrent algebra' mass is
negligible relative to the ` onstituent' one, that sets the s ale e.g. of the  mass. But
for a omplete harm des ription, both the impa t of the urrent algebra mass s ale and
of the further QCD-indu ed on nement mass e e ts have to be onsidered. Another
example of a missing area is that related to rapidity gaps, whi h are already in luded in
the VMD/GVMD se tor within a traditional Regge language, but urrently not in the DIS
region, in spite of the quite on lusive eviden e for this from HERA [36℄. The two aspe ts
ome together in the W dependen e of the produ tion rate of ex lusive ve tor mesons,
where data show a steeper rise for J= than lighter mesons, and a steeper rise also at
larger Q2 [31℄. On the te hni al side, initial-state radiation remains to be implemented
for the lower-p? DIS pro ess (but is there in the higher-p? dire t ones).
Therefore the urrent model should not be onsidered as the end of the road, but
rather as providing a basi framework that ould be further re ned. In the end, data will
have to tell whether the approa h as su h is viable or not. In the latter ase, a simpler
s enario would then be preferable, but more likely an even more omplex one would be
required.
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